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Abstract. The number of Web Services, available over the Internet,
has increased due the Web Services properties that allow them to be
reused and to develop loosely coupled systems. Nevertheless, the current
number of Services complicates the discovery, that is why it is necessary
to improve the current mechanisms, matching and similarity, that sup-
port locating them. This approach focuses in analysing the Web Services
attributes, which are contained in their descriptions. Our aim is to con-
tribute to identify the role of attributes at the measurement of structural
similarity function between web services and, through clustering, to de-
velop resources for classifying and improving discovery. This proposal
was tested through experiments over a collection of Service descriptions
in WSDL which can be taken as an standard referent for such experi-
ments. We show that our proposal outperforms the baseline taken as the
best F−measure when the collection is represented by any attribute.
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1 Introduction

Currently, the number of Web Services (WS), available over the Internet, has
increased due the Web services properties that allow them to be reused and to
develop loosely coupled systems, as it can be noticed in available WS registries
(or UDDIs) like Xmethods [1] and Seekda [2]. Web services are described by
some languages, such as WSDL, OWL-S or WSMO.

In this paper we worked with WSDL, because is more common to find de-
scriptions in this language than in the others, which are semantic languages.
A WSDL[4] document defines services as collections of network ports, this al-
lows the reuse of abstract definitions: messages, which are abstract descriptions
of the data being exchanged, and port types, which are abstract collections of
operations.

Nevertheless, the current number of services complicates the discovery taking
into account that it is hard for human beings to read Web Service descriptions
in WSDL and to search inside them.
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Regarding to software systems, the accessible UDDI’s just match keywords,
contained in the user request, within the whole service descriptions, based on a
business oriented classification. When a provider registers a service in an UDDI
he/she chose a category of business, but also the searching through these cate-
gories, some times this is not enough because the classification depends on the
provider expertise and/or criteria.

The problem of searching by means of keyword, and to syntactically relate
them can produce ambiguity and additionally don’t take advantage of the inter-
nal WSDL structure.

According to the Semantic Web, service matching can be done analyzing the
description of what the services do: through its service profile in the OWL-S
language [3]. Those profiles have functional and non-functional properties in or-
der to describe the service. Functional properties describe Service functionalities
through showing methods and their Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects
(IOPE). On the other hand, non-functional properties provide extra information
as quality of service, country, provider info and so on. Unfortunately, the most
of the services does not have a semantic description yet; they just have syntactic
descriptions in WSDL.

Because of this problem and with the intention of providing semantics to the
descriptions, some approaches like [5], [6] and [7] have been focused on relating
(semi-automatically) parameter names and concepts in ontologies, despite of
there are few semantic descriptions of services and ontologies.

For those reasons it is necessary: a) to exploit the embedded structure (at-
tributes) of the Web Service description, b) to extract the description semantics,
c) to identify attributes that help to define a suitable structural similarity func-
tion (matching) and d) to use semantics for developing resources in order to
support the WS discovery. In this paper we focus the first point with the pur-
pose of comparing attribute-based representation of WSDL and, then, identify
the role of attributes on matching for discovery.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the
state of the art, Section 3 shows how was gotten a non-structured document
from a WSDL, Section 4 describes the experiment concerned to the influence
of the attributes for representing WSDL, and finally in Section 5 concludes this
work.

2 Matching and Clustering of WSDL

Concerning the extraction of the WSDL descriptions embedded semantics, using
Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval tools as well as the
things regarding structural matching of the Web Services, it has been developed
some approaches, as we will show in the following paragraphs.

Stroulia et al.[8] preprocess information from several WSDL descriptions in
order to apply Information Retrieval methods to determine the similarity of
the service descriptions, on the other hand also take into account the structure
of WSDL documents to determine the similarity of two services, starting by
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comparing the data types, and then compare the messages and their parameters
to finally finish the execution of the operation. They compare these elements
because they have the intuition that the names of these attributes usually reflect
the semantics embedded service capabilities.

Using Information Retrieval, there is an approach proposed by Hao et al. [9].
Here the similarity function that help to rank the services, mainly takes into
account three aspects:

1. The relevance of the service: according to the terms it shares with the request.
2. The importance of service: through the services most used by others.
3. The service connectivity: analyzing the similarity of the XML tree of the

description.

However, in these approaches it has not been really proved that these at-
tributes or aspects, going farther than the intuition, are the more important for
obtaining the structural similarity function. On the other side, they use WordNet
for obtaining the synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, nearer concepts and steems
but due to the WordNet generality it can deviate to the true of those domains
that contribute to find the description similarity.

Also, seeking to identify major similarity between the descriptions and ac-
celerate the discovery, there are some approaches that seek to categorize Web
services, as in the case of Bruno et al. [11], that in addition to using Information
Retrieval techniques, they sort the services in classes (predetermined by them)
using the concept extracted from the descriptions that vectorize, so services can
be classified using support vector machines in order to sort them into a lattice,
using IS-A relationships. Unfortunately, these approaches have not scaled up on
several collections of WSDL.

Liang et al. [12] show another approach where categorization is used. Their
approach is focused on finding similar services working with semantic and syntac-
tic descriptions. They categorized WS schemes to match WS that can operate in
heterogeneous domain ontologies. Having an upper ontology and using its OnEx-
Cat tool, they can determine when a Web Service is a possible replacement by
another. They considered the categorization of ontologies as a term categoriza-
tion search problem, which also it is similar to the task of document classification.
As in the previous approaches, in these works it is not done attribute selection
for supporting a good classification.

Working under the hypothesis that the automatically generated clusters will
be able to suggest similar services, some authors have grouped web services
information, obtained from WSDL and records (information registered by the
creator in UDDIs). For instance, Fan et al. [13] joined the recording service
information, the service documentation and their operations, and started to
form groups using the Hierarchical Agglomerative Cluster (HAC) algorithm and
the Jaccard similarity measure. They found a very big amount of noise in the
formed groups. By this reason they concluded that many descriptions lacked
of documentation, and that there were not enough information in the recorded
information for distinguish it from others in the clustering.
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Similarly, Dong et al. [14] created an algorithm to group in concepts hav-
ing semantic meaning, the parameter names of the Web Services operations, by
means of which, the similarity of the input and output operations of the services
can be determined. Their algorithm works as sequence of refinements of the
classical agglomerative clustering, that step by step associates groups that share
terms that are nearly related and meet the cohesive property. However, when the
groups are found by the algorithm they can be contamined by noisy information,
and then, for trying to improve the obtained results, this noise is eliminated by
using some heuristics. For verifiying similarity between two services, his algo-
rithm mix the information concerning the services, operations, inputs, outputs,
documentation and recording, and conclude that the performance improvement
is not greatly enhaced by simple combination of the aforementioned information.

The found problems for classifying WS description documents are: there are
not enough efforts to categorize them, and the existent descriptions are keep
updated by its providers with different level of background and expertise. Web
Services are available dynamically and the classes become obsolete rapidly. As
is known the providers do not share the same vocabularies and the most of the
times use n-grams or compound words.

As we have seen, all tasks related to discovering and/or reusing web services
rely on similarity, therefore representation of WS is an important topic. Further-
more, this problem demands support from domain dependent resources and/or
to use adequately the attributes of WS. Motivated by this conclusion we want to
determine what WSDL attributes enable us to enhance the clustering of the Web
Services, making easier the discovering task by giving hints about the structural
similarity function of the elements.

3 Getting a Non-structured File from WSDL

Description of a web service by WSDL constitutes a reusable binding. Hence, a
WSDL document uses the following elements in the definition of network ser-
vices:

– Types- a container for data type definitions using some type system.
– Message- an abstract typed definition of the data being communicated

(parameters).
– Operation- an abstract description of an action supported by the service.
– Documentation- description in natural language to describe the service

and/or its operations.
– Port Type- an abstract set of operations supported by one or more end-

points.
– Binding- a concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular

port type.
– Port- a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network

address.
– Service- a collection of related endpoints.
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According to Stroulia et al. [8] information like the services’ names associated
to the methods, parameters and data types is useful, because they reflect the
semantics of the underlying capabilities.

Our approach considers a preprocessing step before performing the analysis
which is explained in Section 4.

Fig. 1. Preprocessing of a non structured short WSDL document.

The preprocessing consists of extraction of the words contained in the at-
tributes of the descriptions of Web services. The attributes considered for the
analysis were the following: Name of the Service, Name of the Operations, Doc-
umentation, Name of the Messages, Name of the parameters. Since the docu-
mentation is a natural language description, the extraction of words was done
by taking all the words contained and separated by spaces.

For the case of other attributes, obtaining words are performed as follows.

– Step 1.- Analyzing Names. Identifying the names formed by one known word
or composed words, using a dictionary (WordNet), this is done verifying if
the name is contained in the dictionary.
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– Step 2.- Breaking names into single words. For finding a set of terms related
to a name, the next alternative procedures are proposed.

a) Obtaining all the possible substrings from the names: This method can
be applied to every composed word name.
• For each name a number k of substring are gotten, where k =∑l

i=0(l − i) and l is the length of the name.
• When we have all the substrings then we identify which of them are
known words, as it is done in Step 1, with the purpose of relating
them to each name.

b) Obtaining strings which starting prefix is a capital letter. This string
treatment is applied to every composed word name that starts with a
capital letter and is formed by other capital and small letters.
• The name is broken into k substrings, where k = C is the number
of capital letters contained in the string. The name is cut from each
contained capital letter until finding other capital letter or the end
of the name.

• When we have all the substrings then we identify which of them are
known words, as it is done in Step 1, with the purpose of relate them
to each name.

c) Obtaining strings that are separated by special characters This string
treatment can be applied to every composed word name that contains
special characters; where (.− =:, ) were all the characters found in the
used colecction to separate words.

• The name is broken into k substrings, where k = S + 1 if the prefix
of the name is not a special character, or k = S if it is. The name
is cut from the beginning or where is found the special character +1
until finding other special character or the end of the name.

• When we have all the substrings then we identify which of them are
known words, as it is done in Step 1, with the purpose of relate them
to each name.

– Step 3.- Deleting stop words. The list of all deleted words, articles, prepo-
sitions, pronouns, etc., can be found in lextek1.

4 Analyzing the Description of WS

As we have said the help for classifying and searching WS has an important
implication for the information resources at the existing WS. It does not only
deal with the resource compilation helping to describe most of the WS, besides,
based on the volatility of the web services, it is convenient that service classes
and derived resources being dynamic. So, we propose a methodology in order to
build up elements of enhancement for WSDL classification.

The analysis, we will show here, gives importance to WSDL components
through the clustering supported in some attributes alone or combined. First of

1 http://www.lextek.com/manuals/onix/stopwords1.html.
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all, we measure the performance of each attribute used to represent the whole
collection of WSDL: which of them obtains the better clustering or, saying, which
of them makes the best representation of WSDL. From these results we analyze
some attribute combinations and its meaning aiming to improve the clustering.

4.1 Data Collection

The WSDL document collection that we selected, for the sake of proving this
approach, and taking into account there are not few of them, can be found
at ASSAM2 [10]. That collection is composed by real Web services description
documents, obtained from Salcentral and Xmethods. The WSDL documents are
organized into a class hierarchy, that in some cases have subclasses with at most
two levels of depth. The collection have 814 WSDL distributed in 26 classes.
However, to prove our approach we needed to make two modifications:

– flatten classes (subclasses eliminate from the main classes),
– select WSDL documents which could be extracted at least one word (recog-

nized by WordNet) for each attribute (name of service and methods, docu-
mentation, messages and parameters) that is part of the description of the
WSDL document.

Therefore we gather the collection, which was reduced to 22 classes with 203
WSDL. The next table shows some data about the gathering collection:

Feature Value
# Classes 22
# WSDL 203
|V ocabulary| 2,829
WSDL×Class (avg) 9.2
Terms × identifier (avg) 2.7
Terms × documentation (avg) 26.34

4.2 Experiments

The experiments were carried out considering:

Purpose. They focused to know the attribute quality given in a description of
web services.

Testing. The analysis of hypothesis on the role of each attribute, given by
the set of values that experiments take, is made through a combination of
attributes. By instance, the hypothesis: Name attribute (of a method in the
WS) may be part of a nominal phrase which is more precise when includes
the Parameter attribute (names of); it is tested by means of the combination
of those attributes.

Preprocessing. The preprocessing previous to the clustering:

2 http://www.andreas-hess.info/projects/annotator/index.html.
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1. selection of attribute(s) for representation,
2. lowerizing and deleting term repetition, and
3. determining a percentage of terms included in the set of values of the

attribute(s) through the ranking given by a term selection technique.

It is important to address that we work with a bag of words representation.
This decision is based on the low frecuencies of terms in descriptions which is
not proper for the Vector Space Model [19]. So, we use the Jaccard coeficient
to measure similarity between instances.

Attributes. Referring to the list of components of WS (see Sec. 3), the at-
tributes taken into account at the experiments were the following:

– Name (of operation): terms taken from the identifier.
– Parameters: they are given by type names.
– Documentation: this is the only attribute regarding as a phrase of natural

language.
– Message: terms provided by the procedure call.
– All: in this case all the above attributes are joined to represent each

WS.

WS representation. Decision on instance representation requiered to test some
Term Selection Techniques (TST). Since our purpose was the comparison
among the attributes we did not be exhaustive on this point. Three TST
were used: DF (document frequency) gives greater importance to terms that
appear in more instances [15]; TP (transition point), the importance of a
term is high when its frequency closes to the frequency which divides the
vocabulary into the high and low frequencies [16]; and DEN (density) term
importance is high if it contributes to form few classes [17]. From these TST
we selected the one that obtained the best clustering performance was the
best at development phase of the experiment. In the experiments we take
percentages from 10 to 100 to representing each instance. Next step was the
clustering of the represented instances.

Clustering. We are using a method of the K − NN family, k−star [18], a
divisive and non hierarchical method. The resulting clusters are evaluated
by a metric supported on precision and recall measures (F ).

4.3 Results

A prime measurement was determined applying directly the clustering procedure
to the collection without term selection. Next table shows F values of each one
of five attributes.

Attribute F
Name 0.23
Parameter 0.23
Documentation 0.21
Message 0.22
All 0.23
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All the attributes gave a poor performance: F ∈ [0.21, 0.23]. So, we used
the DEN-TST in order to put into relevance the strength of attributes. Figure
2 shows the curve for each attribute: at horizontal axis, percentages of terms
according to the Den-TST, starting from 10 till 100 percent of terms; vertical
axis grades the F value determined by the clustering of the collection represented
with the given percentage.

Fig. 2. Clustering performance of WS with four attributes.

Documentation attribute obtained the best performance, F = 0.47. The
result is understood as: it is easier the matching between sets of terms forming
sentences than the sets given by terms extracted from heterogeneous structures;
i.e. phrases, or structured identifiers (types). However, this result has no great
relevance due to that most of WS lacking of documentation. Rather we will
consider the F value of Documentation as a baseline.

Our approach was to trying to “reformulate” a documentation from the other
attributes. Three hypothesis were raised:

1. Attributes Name and Parameter have a role on documentation; i.e. they
might constitute a paraphrase of some kind: (To do) name (use) par1, . . .
parn.

2. Since Message attribute has information about the procedure call, it might,
in combination with Name, both would contribute to some paraphrase of
documentation, namely: Name (is used as) message.

3. As well we might hope the combination Name, Message and Parameter could
paraphrase some kind of documentation: (The) name (operation takes) par1,
. . . parn (to proceed as) message.
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Therefore, to test the behavior of such combinations of attributes the clus-
tering of collection was carried out. Figure 3 depicts the F values of the three
combinations and they are confronted with F values of Documentation.

Fig. 3. Clustering performance of WS by attribute combination.

According to this result we claim that, in this collection, Name-Parameter
(F = 0.47) combination may substitute Documentation. On the other side, the
great difference of performance on the combinations Name-Message and Name-

Message- Parameter is due to the noise provided by the inclusion of non related
terms, in the second case.

Then, we can test the “virtual documentation” applying this representation
to WS which have not Documentation. We used the complete collection, and ap-
plied the clustering procedure representing eachWS by attributes Documentation
and Name-Parameter combination. The following table summarizes some fea-
tures of the collection:

Feature Value
# Classes 25
# WSDL (with doc.) 213
# WSDL (without doc.) 226
|V ocabulary| 3,228
WSDL×Class (avg/stdev) 17.5/20.7

The result of the best clustering for those attributes were F = 0.46 for
Documentation and F = 0.53 for Name-Parameters, which shows a clear en-
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hancement for the WS representation through the proposed attribute combina-
tion Name-Parameters.

5 Remarks and Conclusions

On the context of comparing WS, we analyzed a better way to represent web
services instead of a direct use of their attributes. Even though we can select the
attribute which gives the best performance for comparing WS, the experiments
carried out show the usefulness of combining attributes. We have found that, in
the used collection of WS, Name-Parameters attribute combination outperforms
Documentation attribute; which gives the better representation alone.

This result has relevance due to most of WS lack of documentation. Just
51% of the WS contained in the original collection Documentation is missing.
This fact is also observed in many of the WS retrieved from repositories. For
example, Fan et al. [13] reported that almost half the services do not have any
documentation for any of the operations supported. Thus, for WS discovery,
the lack of Documentation is an important problem to be tackled. In this work
we have showed that Documentation attribute can be “reformulated” by the
combination of other two: Name and Parameters, obtaining a better performance
that the one of Documentation; F = 0.47 and F = 0.53 respectively.

Since the representation of data impacts the searching, classification and clus-
tering of WS, it is important to continue the improvement of WS representation.
By instance, it is necessary to incorporate, in some way, the rest of attributes
contained in the WSDL description.

We have seen certain behaviour of WSDL attributes on a particular public
collection, but it is necessary to support such behaviour using more supervised
WSDL collections. In spite of the dynamic of WS on the web, it is imperative
to consider standard supervised collections of WSDL aiming to compare diverse
approaches on the task of discovery of web services.
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